Interactive Session Plan ™

Coach

Session date

Jamie Martin

25 Jan 2016

Team/Age Group U17s
Time available

Switching the point of attack (Indoor session)
Theme

75 mins

NOTES
3 Teams of 4 (or 5 players) Area: 20 W x 35 L (split into three areas 15-5-10) - 5 mins

Click to insert session diagram

Concept:
End teams to possess the ball and penetrate the central (Defending) team.
A. 2.5 mins (no pass restriction)
B 2.5 mins (3-5 pass restriction)
If DEF's win possession: teams change and the ball starts with the opposite ATT. team
C. Points: Angles and Distances of support, mobility of attacking team, speed and accuracy of pass,
team shape (with and depth), creativity in small areas, disguising passes, when to play one touch
due to a "closed" body position vs when to receive with the back foot with an "open body position
Set up as above (3 Teams) - One team plays as outside Targets. - 15 mins
**Teams rotate every 3 mins (winner stays on)
(You can play 5 v 5 + 5 but one Target player acts as a Neutral player within the area)
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Rules:
1. White team must score by getting the ball from Target A to B.
2. Yellow team scores by getting it from Target B to A
**Once you hit the scoring Target, you try to possess and get the ball back to the starting point
and start again.
Concept: Can the player the team in possession use their numerical advantage to unbalance and
penetrate the opposing team?

Two teams of 5 - Area: 35 W x 30 L - 20 mins
Both teams play a 3-1-1 formation. (The team in possession can use either wide target player)
**System replicates a 3-2-2 or 3-2-1 formation - Change Targets every 3 mins
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In this instance, the ball is played forward to the central midfielder who cannot turn. To keep
possession, they play a one touch layoff to the wide player. Due to the number of Def's on this
side of the field, the ball is switched wide to the Target. As the ball is traveling, the highest
attacking MF spins off to receive a one-touch lay off to create a goal scoring chance.
C. Points
Recognition of defenders position. If too many on one side, switch. Use of target players to
maintain constant width. Passing ability to loft, bend or drive balls across the field. Limit touches
in central areas and attack spaces in wide areas.
Teams play 7 v 7 on full field (1-3-2-1 formation) - 25 mins
n this instance, the #5 plays into #8 who has checked to the ball. Based on #8's "closed" body
position and pressure, the play the way they face to #2.
#3 recognizes the opposing #2 has stayed back, so switches the ball to the att. #3.
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In order to be direct, he takes the space and plays into #9. #9 lays it first time to #10, who can
shoot at the appropriate time across the goal based on his angle.
Coaching points from above reinforced in a full game setting
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